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CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF RELATED RESEARCH 

 

The focus of this chapter is a review of the existing literature related either to the choice 

of IPO selling methods or to the under-pricing difference between IPO methods.  The first 

section reviews theoretical literature. The second section includes indirect evidence that 

market-related factors might have an effect on the choice of IPO selling methods.  Section 

three reviews the argument of Miller’s divergence of opinions and empirical literature 

supporting Miller’s argument.  

 

2.1 Theoretical literature on the choice of IPO methods  

To our knowledge, theoretical studies having examined the choice among different 

selling IPO methods include Benveniste and Busaba (1997), Chemmanur and Liu (2002), and 

Sherman (2003). 

Benveniste and Busaba (1997) compare two selling mechanisms, the fixed-price method 

versus the book-building.  In their model, they assume that issuers, underwriters, and 

investors, know the distribution of the IPO share value, but not the true value itself.  

Benveniste and Busaba (1997) assume that, following the model of Welch (1992), issuers, 

with the fixed-price method, can price the issues low enough to create a “cascade effect.” 

With the book-building, issuers can collect investors’ information and they have to pay a price, 

in the form of issue underpricing, to induce truthful indications of interest. 

However, when ex ante uncertainty increases, the value of private information increases.  

The incentive for investors to falsely reveal bad information in the pre-market rises and 

issuers must promise deeper underpricing to induce honest indication of interest.  The 

issuer’s objective is to maximize expected proceeds, subjective to investors’ incentive.  Their 

results show that the proceeds are riskier with book-building because they are contingent on 
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investor interest that is revealed in the pre-market.   

Then, Benveniste and Busaba extend their analysis to a risk-averse issuer whose 

objective is to maximize expected utility from proceeds.  In their model setting, issuers’ risk 

aversion may affect their preference of IPO selling methods.  They conclude that fixed-price 

offerings priced at the cascade price guarantee the issuer certain proceeds.  Their predictions 

are: 

1. Firms with more price uncertainty are more likely to prefer fixed-price offerings. 

2. Firms with greater concern for risk are also more likely to prefer fixed-price offerings. 

3. Firms with greater future capital needs are more likely to prefer book-building. 

Next, they analyze the choice from the perspective of issue size and marketing costs, 

and they argue that small issues are likely to be placed by a fixed-price offering to avoid the 

fixed cost of bookbuilding.2 

 

Sherman (2003) compares book-building and discriminatory auctions.  In her model, 

the number of investors and the accuracy of investors' information are endogenous.  

Investors can access to both capital and information.  They pay to purchase their information 

about the true state of new issue.  With book-building, issuers can choose an allocation and 

pricing scheme that gives investors an incentive to purchase and report the desired amount of 

information.  For investors, they can decide whether to purchase a signal and whether to 

reveal that signal to the issuer.  With the auction method, issuers are not allowed to choose 

either the issue price or individual allocations.  Potential investors decide whether or not to 

enter the auction and they choose their information accuracy.  Issuers prefer higher to lower 

expected proceeds but also place some value on the accuracy of the issue price. 

Sherman (2003) concludes that book-building carries less risk for issuers and investors, 

                                                 
2 Loughran, Ritter, and Rydqvist (1994) suggest that some issues are typically allocated to individual 
investors for liquidity purposes.  This would explain why smaller issues are more often sold through 
fixed-price offerings. 
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and it gives issuers more control over information expenditures, and thus more control over 

underpricing.  In other words, book building gives issuers greater flexibility and auctions 

may lead to too much remaining-price-uncertainty. 

If the IPO firm is an established company with a wide customer base, there may be 

many potential investors who already have some knowledge of the company, and, therefore, 

discriminatory auction may be preferred because of the lower fixed costs of reaching a large, 

dispersed investor group.  Hence, her model predicts that an auction is most likely to be 

optimal for the following companies: 

1. Large, well established companies. 

2. Companies with a large, dispersed customer or employee base. 

3. Industries that are well established and widely understood. 

 

The theoretical study that has examined the choice between fixed-price offerings and 

uniform-price auctions in term of firm characteristics is Chemmanur and Liu (2002).  In 

their model, insiders have private information about intrinsic firm value; outsiders can 

produce information at a cost about the firm before bidding for shares.  Firm insiders care 

about the extent of information production by outsiders, since this information will be 

reflected in the secondary market price, assuming a higher secondary market price for higher 

intrinsic-value firms.  They argue that auctions and fixed-price offerings have different 

properties in terms of inducing information production. 

In contrast to Benveniste and Busaba (1997) and Sherman (2003), Chemmanur and Liu 

(2002) assume that issuers will maximize the combined revenue from the sale of IPO shares 

and the follow-on seasoned equity offering.  They show that auctioning off shares in a 

setting where outsiders can learn more about the company at a cost will maximize the 

proceeds from a one-shot offering, but may be detrimental to the company’s long-run value, 

since not many investors will choose to produce information about the company.   
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The conclusion is that when the information production cost is low, the firm will choose 

an auction method; otherwise, the firm will choose a fixed-price offering.  Their model 

yields the following predictions: 

1. If a firm is young, or small, or suffers from a greater extent of information asymmetry, 

then fixed-price offerings will be the equilibrium choice of the firm. 

2. If a firm is older, or larger, or has a well-known product, or suffers from low levels of 

information asymmetry, IPO auction is an optimal choice. 

3. Firms selling smaller fractions of equity in the IPO will choose fixed-price offerings, 

while those selling larger fractions of their equity will choose IPO auctions. 

 

2.2 Possible relations between market conditions and IPO methods 

Although no literature have ever empirically examined the relationship between the 

choice of IPO selling methods and market-related factors, we can intuitively conjecture their 

possible relations from the following findings. 

Derrien and Womack (2003), using French data, find that the auction mechanism is 

associated with less underpricing and lower variance of underpricing.  They show that the 

auction procedure’s ability to incorporate more information from recent market conditions 

into the IPO price is an important reason. 

Recent studies of public information on IPOs have shown that a huge degree of 

variations in IPO underpricing can be predicted using public information available prior to the 

book-building period.  For example, Bradley and Jordan (2002), Derrien and Womack 

(2003), Loughran and Ritter (2002), and Lowry and Schwert (2003), all empirically document 

IPO underpricing is affected by the public information variables, such as market index returns, 

industry factor, and initial returns of other contemporaneous IPOs, available at the time of 

book-building.  Ritter and Welch (2002) point out that the evidence of large variation in the 

number of IPOs suggesting that market conditions might be the most important factor 
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underlying the decision to go public. 

In view of these findings that market-related factors play an important role on the 

issuing activity, it raises a reasonable conjecture:  Will market-related factors affect the 

choice of selling methods as well?  Therefore, this study includes market-related factors in 

our model setting. 

 

2.3 Investors’ divergence of opinions 

Miller (1977) is the first to come up with the idea of investors’ divergence of opinions. 

He explores the effect of relaxing the usual assumption of homogeneous expectation on asset 

pricing.  Because of the uncertainty about the true return to an investor, potential investors 

might make different estimates of expected returns from the investment.  In practice, 

uncertainty, divergence of opinions about a security’s return, and risk go together. 

The main argument of Miller’s model is that, when an investor is optimistic enough 

about a particular stock, he will hold it into his portfolio.  In terms of IPOs, the prices of new 

issues are set not by the appraisal of the typical investors but by the small minority who think 

highly enough of holding the new issue.  That is, the minority will consist of those investors 

who are most optimistic about the company in question. 

This phenomenon may account for the initial price jump; first-day buyers are 

particularly optimistic about the firm, and will buy stocks even though it is widely known that 

no further underpricing gains can be hoped for beyond the opening trade. 

As the divergence in opinions becomes small, the marginal investor’s evaluation and the 

trading price are lowered.  If heterogeneity is the greatest at the issuance, but declines over 

time with the arrival of more information, the fact that many over-optimistic investors adjust 

their beliefs about the value of the company will drive the price down, even though the 

average belief might never have changed. 

It is very important that the new information need not even be particular negative; any 
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piece of information that decreases the divergence of opinions about a firm will lead to a 

lower price.  Miller’s model explains the very low returns on the stocks in the highest risk 

classes, i.e., the poor long run return results on new issues of stocks and the lower than 

predicted rates of return for stocks with high systematic risk. 

Empirical evidence on the divergence of opinions includes Krigmen, Shaw, and Womack 

(1999), Aggarwal and Conroy (2000), and Houge et al. (2000).  While the first two studies 

document the phenomenon of divergence of opinions, Houge et al. (2000) directly test the 

relationship between divergence of opinions and IPO performance. 

Krigmen, Shaw, and Womack (1999) use flipping ratio, defined as the ratio of 

sell-initiated large-block trading volume to total volume traded on the first day, as measures 

of the divergence of opinions among institutional investors.  A high flipping ratio illustrates 

institutional selling of initial shares allocations to retail investors, other institutional investors, 

market makers, or the underwriters.  It is intuitive to conjecture that a high flipping ratio 

implies a wide divergence of opinions.  Krigmen, Shaw, and Womack (1999), using US data, 

examine the relationship between underwriter mispricing and first-day trading, and they find 

that cold IPOs with low initial returns experience more open-day selling pressure or flipping 

from large investors than hot IPOs with high initial returns.  They demonstrate that high 

flipping IPOs significantly underperform low flipping IPOs over the year after the offering 

date.  The finding of Krigmen, Shaw, and Womack (1999) is consistent with Miller’s model. 

In addition, Aggarwal and Conroy (2000) examine the relationship between underpricing 

and time-to-first-trade for IPO shares.  The initial trading of IPOs is quite different from the 

opening of trading in a regular stock that already trades in the secondary market.  Trading in 

IPOs can start at any time during the day at the discretion of the lead underwriter.  Delaying 

the first trade may enable the underwriter better to gauge market demand for the issue.  The 

option to delay trading has greatest value when the uncertainty, i.e. divergence of opinions, 

about an IPO is high.  Aggarwal and Conroy (2000) report that few IPOs begin trading when 
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the market opens at 9:30 a.m., and underpricing increases in time-to-first-trade.  On average, 

late-opening IPOs experience greater underpricing than early-opening IPOs. 

Finally, Houge et al. (2000) directly examine the relation between investor uncertainty, 

divergence of opinions, and the performance of IPOs.  Houge et al. apply three open-day 

proxies for the divergence of opinions:  the size of the bid-ask spread set by market makers 

when the IPO opens, time-to-first-trade, and flipping ratio.  For these proxies, the bid-ask 

spread should at least in part reflect the market-maker’s uncertainty regarding the company’s 

value; time to first trade, and flipping ratio have already been introduced in the previous 

paragraph.  After controlling for issue quality, they find that all three variables provide 

significant explanatory power of IPO returns; and a wide opening spread, late opening trade, 

and a high flipping associate with poor long-run returns.  The study of Houge et al. (2000) is 

the first to empirically test and support Miller’s hypotheses, which suggest the greater 

divergence of opinions or uncertainty about an IPO can generate short-run overreaction and 

long-run underperformance. 

 

2.4 Summary 

The purpose of this chapter is to provide a review of the existing studies which are 

related to the present research. The theoretical studies on the choice of IPO selling methods 

are discussed in section 2.1. Section 2.2 reviews the empirical studies related to 

market-related factors, and those studies provide us an incentive to include market-related 

factors in the model of the research.  Section 2.3 reviews Miller’s argument and evidence 

supporting his model. 


